In Why Chemistry Matters: Acids And Bases, readers are taught the most basic understanding of the subject of acids and bases. The book includes fun colorful pictures and unique ways to display relatable facts. The book begins by introducing the most basic facts of acids and bases, further breaking the subject into relative topics and how they may relate to the reader’s everyday life structure. Scales and models show explanations in picture form. This tool may be useful for students who may learn more successfully with visual representation. The eye-catching pictures included not only may get the attention of the reader, but also relate the subject to everyday objects children may encounter. This includes describing acids and bases in the human body. The book gives interesting activities the students can do at home with some everyday household kitchen essentials.

The book would be a great tool to help students understand the basic principles of acids and bases. The large colorful illustrations not only grab the student’s attention, but also give something to associate with the new taught facts. The book includes scales and models that help make information easily attained and understood. By relating the subject to aspects of the reader’s life, it helps to bring the subject to life and shows the subject's role in the world. The book includes a user-friendly glossary to define new terms.
associated with the new material learned. Overall the book is great for teaching a basic understanding of acid and base. I would suggest it to any educator for their students.
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